INTRODUCTION
The search for new particles or states in data from the Crystal Ball has been concentrated in three sectors:
(1) the detection of the remaining unseen members of the charmonium family--below charm threshold, such as the JPJ, n, and J-J; (lJSo and 2JSo); (2) the search for new states X below the + which appear in + + yX, where X can includeor gg resonances as well as more complex objects; (3) the search for states with open charm in the continuum above the +". Of these three, the search for the gg states is clearly of greatest theoretical significance, but is also inherently most ambiguous experimentally. In this report, we present evidence for states found in categories (1) and (2), and show that the spinparity analysis of the objects X lends some credibility to the gg hypothesis.
After a brief discussion of the detector, this report considers the candidate for q'. which brought the total number of +' produced in the detector to 1.78 x 106 (2 5%). Figure 2 shows the spectrum of inclusive photons from the additional data, which is abut 50% of the total. The effects mentioned recurred in the new data set. The insets show the background-subtracted fits to the total data sample. Table I The realization that the real y could probe the gluon-gluon mass_spectrum appeared in a work by Brodsky, et al.10 (1977) , where the x-and angular-distributions of the y for noninteracting gg from T and + + ygg were considered.
[That the $ is a 1 Color octet likely place for such bound states to appear is clear from with the remaining gluon (a color octet) to form the +. In the process II, + ygg, however, the pg are forced to be a singlet because the y is colorless, and thus the y potentially samples the gp mass spectrum of real particles.111
Brodsky made this explicit by showing how a gg-resonance would appear in the inclusive y spectrum ( Figure  5 ). Even more speculatively, Koller and Walsh12 (1977,1978) presented independent arguments that the high- x end of the spectrum $ + yX This result was quickly followed (Lead-Glass Wall). The solid by a Mark II analogous measureline is a fit to the lowest order CCD calculation, while the ment 18.
dashed line is that part of the Figure 9 shows that even with rate attributable to known channels of j, radiative decay. poor photon resolution, the greatly improved statistical precision rules out the high-x peak originally predicted in I$ + ygg. However, the branching ratio (3-5% above x = 0.6) is not in disagreement with theory.
These two experiments showed that the prompt y's exist, but that the simple OCD calculation had to be The Crystal Ball detector has been taking more data at the +, roughly doubling the data sample --the total sample is now 6 2.17 x 10 $. We now continue with a discussion of the.new states seen in these IJ, decays.
Crystal Ball Results on + + yr(1440)
The updated Crystal Ball result for + + yK+K-no for the entire data sample is shown in Figure 12 . The shaded events are those with m < 1.125 CeV, i.e., those likely to be associated with the KK tail of 6(980) (the central value of 6 is below KTi threshold). The Table III shows the comparison of these errors.
The ambiguity between E(1420) + K*K and l(1440) + 6~ is illustrated by examining the Dalitz plot for this decay for 1(1440), Figure 16 shows that the fit needs a 6 to achieve the low mass Kit excess and Figure 17 shows that the fit cannot tolerate K* alone, which causes too extreme a peak in m KIT . Both curves show that a significant change in shape occurs in the K& mass region adjacent to the I. The conclusion to which all of this analysis points is that the 1(1440) is a O-state decaying mainly via 6~. As stated in Table II, where the first error is statistical and the second is systematic.
The decay I + nxx, for which there was some indication in the preliminary data, has not yet been quantified in the present sample.
It might be expected from the decay 6 -f nr, but the information on 6
decays is not definitive enough to permit a meaningful prediction.
Crystal Ball Results on $ + ye(1640)
A search for gg bound states decaying into nn was-begun immediately following Bjorken's suggestion. 13 After accumulation of the sample of $ discussed above, an effect was visible in the channel + + 5y, a 3C fit. A spin-parity analysis of the + + ynn events has been made.25
Bose statistics restrict the low value spin states to O+ + or2.
The three independent angles used in the fitting procedure are shown in 
